May 4th… Monthly meeting Friends Meeeting House
7:30pm

Geoff Critchley “Making

Increase/Cut it Out”

June …Association Apiary visit
Richmond Street (date to be announced)

Richmond Street Apiary Stoke.

July 4th... Summer Social

An invitation from association members Melanie
and Justin Bishop to join them at their home.

September ...Monthly meeting
Joint meeting with South Cheshire (venue to be
announced)
Saturday October 15th...Honey Show
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Celia Davies topic to be confirmed

The Minton Center Hartshill
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CARRYING OUT A HIVE AUTOPSY By Tony Harris NDB
After caring for your bees all summer, feeding them in September and treating them for varroa over the winter, it can
be very upsetting to find that the colony has died out, can’t it? But, if you did the right things, provided some
ventilation, top insulation and shelter from cold winds – you should want to know what went wrong and a way of
doing that is to carry out an autopsy of any dead colonies. This winter has been an average one where I live (the
Moray coast) and there doesn’t appear to have been the same high losses as those experienced in recent winters.
But colonies have died out, some belonging to very experienced beekeepers, and the first thing to do when it
happens is to seal up the entrance to prevent other bees entering the hive and maybe spreading disease to other
hives in the vicinity. It is also advisable to take a sample of approximately 30 dead bees for examination by your
Association Microscopist. Put the bees in a plastic bag and leave in the freezer until ready for examination.
Now, let’s have a look at some of the signs and probable causes of colony loss over the winter. The first thing to be
aware of is that bees can still starve if there is plenty of stores in the hive – it is known as ‘isolation starvation’ when it
has been just too cold for the bees to move onto the next frame for example.
So, if the remains of the dead cluster contain bees that are positioned head first in cells with any remaining honey
two or more inches away, starvation is the likely cause of their demise, and it is ‘isolation starvation’.

If there is no honey left in the hive and wax cappings from the stored honey area have been ripped open with jagged
capping pieces on the floor board, it is likely that the hive died out or was too weak to defend its stores from robbing
by other bees or wasps.
If combs, brood or dead bees are covered with mould or mildew it is a sure sign that the hive died out a while ago or
was just too weak to maintain the combs. If you discover a buildup of webbing on the combs containing small black
pieces of debris; remains of old cocoons and rounded elongated indentations in the wooden ware; disintegrated
combs or grey moths either dead or alive, you can be sure that Greater or Lesser wax moths moved in once the
colony succumbed. Although considered a pest of the honey bee, wax moths do perform an important function in
destroying the combs of feral and neglected colonies which have died out from disease, thus removing the disease
organisms.
If you find remains of numerous drone brood cells sometimes scattered within worker brood on the same comb it
indicates an old or failed drone laying queen, and the colony would have been unlikely to make it through to spring
but some do!
If you see significant brown spotting or large patches of brown staining on frames (like diarrhoea), combs or at the
hive entrance it indicates dysentery or 
Nosema apis 
disease, although Nosema can only be confirmed by
microscopic examination.
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Numerous dead bees lying in front of the hive, maybe combined with the brown staining described above and bees
that have disconnected their two pair of wings and rotated them into an orientation that resembles the letter ‘K’ is
often attributed to tracheal mites, 
Acarapis woodi
, but it is more likely to be Chronic Bee Paralysis Virus (CBPV),
possibly brought on by varroa.
If you find small pin holes in brood cell cappings; numerous dead bees with deformed wings and/or short abdomens,
with numerous varroa mites on dead bees, in sealed brood cells or on the floor, your colony has likely succumbed to
the varroa mite or associated viruses. This condition is known as Parasitic Mite Syndrome and highlights the
importance of keeping varroa numbers under control.
So, what about your dead hive? Why did the bees die? Don’t just accept it if you have lost bees or continue to lose
bees over the winter. Carry out a ‘hive autopsy’ and after identifying why they died, take measure to ensure the
chances of the same problems occurring next time are eliminated or reduced.
Article; thanks to Moray beekeepers Association...via eBees.

http://www.bbka.org.uk/files/library/swarm_controll003_1342859999.pdf
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